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DISCLAIMER

◎ This presentation (the “Document”) (including any oral presentation, any question and answer and any written or oral material discussed or distributed during or in connection with any presentation meeting) is for the exclusive use of the persons to whom it is addressed and for the

sole purpose of the primary syndication and/or placement of the Term Facilities (as defined below) and the notes described herein (the “Notes”) (the “Syndication and Placement”) and contains confidential information relating to 888 Holdings plc (the “Company”) and certain of its

subsidiaries and businesses (the “Group”), William Hill Cayman Holdings Limited (the “Target”) and certain of its subsidiaries and businesses (the “Target Group”). It is provided on a confidential basis to selected prospective lenders or noteholders (each a “Recipient” and together the

“Recipients”) on behalf of the Company for the purposes of allowing such prospective lenders or noteholders to consider participating in one or more of the term facilities described herein (the “Term Facilities”) or the Notes (together with any other debt facilities which may be made

available to the Group in connection with the acquisition of the Target, the “Financing”) to be provided to the Company and/or certain members of the Group.

◎ The unauthorised disclosure of this Document or any information contained in or relating to it could damage the interests of the Mandated Lead Arrangers and their affiliates, the Group, the Target Group or its affiliates and have serious consequences.

◎ Each of the Recipients is deemed to have acknowledged and agreed that it has been sent this Document in its capacity as a prospective lender or noteholder in connection with the Financing and for no other purpose. The sole purpose of this Document is to provide background

information to assist prospective lenders or noteholders in considering a participation in the Financing and obtaining a general understanding of the business of the Group and the Target Group and the outlook of the Group and/or the Target Group. This Document is not intended to

form the basis of any investment decision and does not constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation for the sale or purchase of any securities, assets or interests described herein. Neither the information nor any statement contained in, or provided in connection with, this

Document nor any further information or statement (whether written or oral or in any other form) made available in connection with the Group, the Target Group, the Financing and/or any rating assessment in connection therewith will form the basis of or be relied upon in connection

with any contract. Each Recipient of this Document shall not approach the directors, officers or employees of any member of the Group or the Target Group in connection with the Financing unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Company and the Recipient.

◎ This Document and any other information made available in connection with the Financing is strictly confidential and may not be copied, distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, nor may its contents be disclosed by the Recipient to any other person, without the prior

written consent of the Company. The Document shall not be used in whole or in part for any purpose other than consideration of a participation in the Financing by the Recipient. The unauthorised disclosure of this Document or any information contained in or relating to it could

damage the interests of the Group and/or the Target Group and have serious consequences. At any time upon the request of the Company, the Recipients of this Document must return (or destroy or erase) all copies promptly, together with all reproductions (in whole or part)

summaries, analysis and other material based on or provided in connection with the Document other than where a Recipient is required to retain a copy of all or part of such information for legal, regulatory, or compliance purposes provided such part or all of the information is kept

confidential. For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of this disclaimer shall apply to all information provided and statements made (whether written or oral or in any other form) in connection with the Syndication and Placement.

◎ The information contained in this Document concerning the Group and/or the Target Group (save where indicated otherwise) has been supplied by or on behalf of the Company and certain members of the Group and/or the Target Group and has not been independently verified by

any member of the Group or the Mandated Lead Arrangers (as defined below) and is subject to correction, completion and change at any time without notice. The Company, the Group, the Target Group and/or the Mandated Lead Arrangers, their shareholders, advisers, employees,

agents and those of their affiliates are not liable for the accuracy and completeness of the statements, estimates and the conclusions contained in this Document. Possible errors or incompleteness do not constitute grounds for liability, either with regard to indirect or direct damages.

This Document is not research. This Document contains only summary information and does not purport to be comprehensive and should not be relied on as a promise or representation as to future results of events or the outcome of the transactions contemplated. Statements

contained herein describing documents and summarising agreements should not be relied on and reference should be made to the full documents and agreements. It is not intended to be (and should not be used as) the basis of any credit analysis or of evaluation and should not be

considered as a recommendation by any person. Recipients should conduct their own independent investigation and assessment as to the information contained in or provided in connection with this Document and the economic, financial, regulatory, legal, taxation, accounting and

other implications of the transactions contemplated.

◎ None of the Company, any member of the Group or the Target Group, none of the Mandated Lead Arrangers, or any of their respective affiliates or their or their affiliates’ respective directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, representatives, delegates or advisers make any

representation or warranty or undertaking of any kind (express or implied) nor do they accept or assume any responsibility or liability of any kind as to the truth, adequacy, fairness, correctness, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the information contained in, or any

omissions from, this Document (or the assumptions on which they are based) or as to any further information, notice, document, or written or oral communication, which at any time is supplied in connection with the Financing, the Group and/or the Target Group. Nothing in this

Document, the information contained in it or any other information supplied in connection with the Financing, the Group and/or the Target Group shall form the basis of any contract, representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied. Neither the Company, the Group, the

Target Group, the Mandated Lead Arrangers nor any of their respective affiliates or their or their respective affiliates’ respective directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, representatives, delegates or advisers shall be liable (including in negligence) for any direct, indirect or

consequential losses, damages, costs or expenses suffered or incurred by any person as a result of, or arising out of or in connection with the use of, or relying on, any information or statement contained in (or omitted from) or provided in connection with this Document or any such

other information. To the extent permitted by law, the Company, the Group, the Target Group and the Mandated Lead Arrangers and their respective affiliates and their and their respective affiliates’ respective directors, officers, employees, agents, partners, representatives, delegates

and advisers expressly disclaim any and all liability which is based on the information and statements or any part thereof contained in (or omitted from) or provided in connection with this Document.

◎ Certain information contained in this Document, including any information as to the Company’s strategy, plans or future financial or operating performance constitutes “forward-looking statements”. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of terminology such as,

“aims”, “anticipates”, “assumes”, “believes”, “budgets”, “could”, “contemplates”, “continues”, “estimates”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “plans”, “predicts”, “projects”, “schedules”, “seeks”, “shall”, “should”, “targets”, “would”, “will” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or

comparable terminology.

◎ Forward-looking statements appear in a number of places throughout this Document and include, but are not limited to, express or implied statements relating to: the Company’s business strategy and outlook; the Company’s future results of operations; the Company’s and the William

Hill International’s future financial and market positions; the Company’s margins, profitability, cash, borrowings and prospects; expectations as to the Company’s future growth; the Company’s plans with respect to capital expenditure; general economic trends and other trends in the

industry in which the Company operates; the impact of laws and regulations on the Company and its operations; and the competitive environment in which the Company operates.

◎ By their nature, forward-looking statements are based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, whilst considered reasonable by the Company are inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies. Known and unknown

factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated, expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. Any forward-looking statements in this Document reflect the Company’s current

view with respect to future events and are subject to certain risks relating to future events and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.

◎ The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation reflect knowledge and information available as of the date of preparation of this Document. The Company and its directors expressly disclaim any obligations or undertaking to update or revise publicly any forward-looking

statements, whether because of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required to do so by applicable law or regulation. Nothing in this Document should be construed as a profit forecast. The information contained in this communication is not an offer to sell or a

solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in any company or a related entity, nor is it intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, investment, tax, legal or financial advice.

◎ Any projections, forecasts or other forward-looking statements in this Document are illustrative only and have been based on the estimates and assumptions described in this Document in relation to them which may or may not prove to be correct. Each Recipient of this Document

should be aware that these projections, forecasts or other forward-looking statements do not constitute a forecast or prediction of performance or actual results and there can be no assurance that the projected results will actually be realised or achieved. Actual results may depend on

future events which are not in the Company’s, or any other member of the Group’s or the Target Group’s, control and may be materially affected by unforeseen economic or other circumstances. No representation or warranty is made as to the achievability or reasonableness of any

projection, forecast or other forward-looking statement provided in, or otherwise in connection with, this Document.
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DISCLAIMER

◎ The Company has confirmed that, to the best of the Company’s belief (having made reasonable enquiries), the information contained in this Document has been compiled from generally publicly available information and does not constitute material non-public information (although it

may be confidential, sensitive and proprietary) with respect to the Group (“MNPI”) and the Company has been solely responsible for ensuring that, to the best of the Company’s belief (having made reasonable enquiries), the information in this Document does not constitute or contain

any MNPI for the purposes of United States federal and state securities laws or other applicable laws. If the Recipient elects to only review materials prepared for "public side" investors, the Recipient (A) independently elects to limit the information (including draft documentation) that

the Recipient may otherwise obtain from or on behalf of the Company, any member of the Group, the Target Group and their respective management and/or advisers; and (B) agrees that (i) the Company, each member of the Group or the Target Group or the Mandated Lead

Arrangers shall have no responsibility or liability for the Recipient’s election or failure to review all information and documentation made available to other potential lenders or noteholders and (ii) J.P. Morgan Securities plc, Morgan Stanley Bank International Limited, Mediobanca –

Banca Di Credito Finanziario S.P.A and Barclays Bank plc as mandated lead arrangers (the “Mandated Lead Arrangers”) and other potential lenders or noteholders who have not elected to receive only "public side" information may have received and may continue to receive other

information and documentation that may be material and relevant to the Group's and/or the Target Group’s creditworthiness and business and a decision to participate in the Term Facilities (including any Term Facility documented as a notes instrument). Notwithstanding the

Recipient’s desire to abstain from receiving MNPI, the Recipient acknowledges that (i) all of the individuals listed as contacts in this Document may be in receipt of MNPI or may otherwise have access to information that is provided to lenders or noteholders or potential lenders or

potential noteholders who desire to receive MNPI and that if the Recipient chooses to communicate with any such individuals the Recipient assumes the risk of receiving MNPI; (ii) information obtained as a result of becoming a lender or noteholder under any of the Term Facilities

(including any Term Facility documented as a notes instrument) may include MNPI; and (iii) it has implemented and maintains compliance procedures regarding the use of MNPI and that it will handle such MNPI in accordance with its compliance policies, contractual obligations and

applicable law and regulation, including domestic, EU and foreign (including without limitation all United States federal and state) securities laws.

◎ Each Recipient should be aware that some of the information may constitute “inside information” for the purposes of any applicable legislation and each Recipient should therefore take appropriate advice as to the use to which such information may lawfully be put. The distribution of

this Document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Recipients and any persons into whose possession this Document comes are required by the Company to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions. No liability to any person is accepted by the

Company, any member of the Group or the Target Group, the Mandated Lead Arrangers or any of their affiliates including in relation to the distribution of the Document in any jurisdiction. For the avoidance of doubt, receipt of this Document and the information contained herein may

not be taken as discharging any regulatory or statutory responsibilities under applicable legislation (including but not limited to anti-money laundering legislation).

◎ This Document is issued as at the date stated herein. The delivery of this Document to any person at any time after the date hereof does not imply, and is not intended to imply, that the information contained herein is correct at any time after the date of this Document or that there

has been no change in the business, financial condition, prospects, credit worthiness, status or affairs of the Group and/or the Target Group since the date of this Document. The information and any statements (forward-looking or otherwise) contained in this Document should not be

assumed to have been updated at any time subsequent to the date shown on the cover hereof and the distribution of this Document does not constitute a representation by any person that such information or statements will be updated at any time after the date of this Document.

The Company and the Mandated Lead Arrangers expressly do not undertake and are not obliged to (i) assess, review, update or correct the business, financial condition, prospects, credit worthiness, status or affairs of any member of the Group or the Target Group at any time or (ii)

update or supplement the information or statements made in or in connection with this Document as further information becomes available or in light of changing circumstances. Without prejudice to the foregoing, if any information or statement provided in, or otherwise provided in

connection with, this Document is updated no inference should be drawn that any additional updates shall be provided with respect thereto or with respect to any other information or statements provided in, or otherwise provided in connection with, this Document.

◎ Nothing in this Document, the Information contained in it or any other information supplied in connection with the Financing shall form the basis of any contract, representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied. Nothing in this Document constitutes legal, accounting, credit

or tax or any other advice (including financial or investment advice) and each Recipient is strongly advised to consult their own independent advisers on any legal, tax, credit or accounting issues relating to this Document, including when assessing the merits of any transaction

involving the Company, the Group or the Target Group. The Mandated Lead Arrangers are not acting as the Recipient’s financial adviser nor in a fiduciary capacity in respect of the contemplated transaction or any other transaction with the Recipient.

◎ The Mandated Lead Arrangers and their affiliates may from time to time, as principal or agent, be involved in a wide range of commercial banking and investment banking activities globally (including investment advisory, asset management, research, securities issuance, trading

(customer and proprietary) and brokerage) and may from time to time have positions in, and buy or sell, securities and investments identical or related to those mentioned in this Document and may possess or have access to non-public information relating to matters referred to in this

Document which the Mandated Lead Arrangers do not intend to disclose. The Mandated Lead Arrangers and their affiliates may provide services to any entity or person, engage in any transaction (on its own account or otherwise) with respect to any entity or person, or act in relation

to any matter for itself or any third party, notwithstanding that such services, transactions or actions may be adverse to the recipient of this Document or any of its affiliates, and the Mandated Lead Arrangers and their affiliates may retain for their own benefit any related remuneration

or profit. No person shall be treated as a client of the Mandated Lead Arrangers, or be entitled to the protections afforded to clients of the Mandated Lead Arrangers, solely by virtue of having received this Document.

◎ J.P. Morgan is a marketing name for investment businesses of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide. Securities, syndicated loan arranging, financial advisory, lending, derivatives and other investment banking and commercial banking activities are

performed by a combination of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, J.P. Morgan Securities plc, J.P. Morgan SE, JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and the appropriately licensed subsidiaries and affiliates of JPMorgan Chase & Co. worldwide. J.P. Morgan deal team members may be employees

of any of the foregoing entities. J.P. Morgan SE is authorized by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) and supervised by BaFin, the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) and the European Central Bank.

◎ Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc is authorised and regulated by the Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) and regulated by the PRA and the Financial Conduct Authority. Morgan Stanley may provide services through its affiliates or associated companies.

◎ Nothing in this Document shall in any way constitute or form part of any legal agreement, or any offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any securities or to syndicate or the solicitation of any offer to syndicate any loans. This Document does not constitute a commitment or an

undertaking of any kind by the Mandated Lead Arrangers to provide any financing or other credit extension or purchase any asset or securities at any price or at all. The Company, the Group, the Target, the Target Group and the Mandated Lead Arrangers reserve the right, without

prior notice and at their own discretion, to change the syndication and/or placement process, or terminate discussions or the delivery of any further information to the recipient of this Document at any time and without stating its reasons. Recipients of this Document must check and

observe all applicable legal requirements. This Document does not constitute an offer or an invitation to participate in the proposed transaction. This Document and the Information do not constitute an offer capable of acceptance and do not form a binding agreement.

◎ References in this Document to the Mandated Lead Arrangers shall include their respective affiliates, parent undertakings, subsidiary undertakings, and subsidiary undertakings of such parent undertakings and subsidiary undertakings (each as defined in the Companies Act 2006).

The right of the Mandated Lead Arrangers to act in other capacities or roles with respect to the Group or the Target Group is explicitly reserved.

◎ By accepting this Document, each Recipient agrees to be bound by all of the foregoing limitations.

◎ Any matter, claim or dispute arising out of or in connection with the Document, whether contractual or non-contractual, is to be governed by and determined in accordance with English law and the Recipients, by accepting the Document, agree that the courts of England are to have

exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute arising out of or in connection with the Document. No legal relationship shall be created between the Company or any of its affiliates, on the one hand, and the Recipient or any of its affiliates, on the other hand, by virtue of the Document.

◎ THE RECIPIENT OF THIS DOCUMENT HAS STATED THAT IT DOES NOT WISH TO RECEIVE MNPI AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT OTHER RECIPIENTS MAY HAVE RECEIVED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE FINANCING, THE COMPANY, THE GROUP

AND/OR THE TARGET GROUP, ANY OF THEIR DIRECT OR INDIRECT SHAREHOLDERS, ANY OTHER OF THEIR AFFILIATES OR THEIR RESPECTIVE SECURITIES THAT MAY BE MNPI. NEITHER THE COMPANY, THE GROUP, THE TARGET GROUP NOR THE

MANDATED LEAD ARRANGERS TAKES ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE RECIPIENT'S DECISION TO LIMIT THE SCOPE OF THE INFORMATION IT HAS OBTAINED IN CONNECTION WITH ITS EVALUATION OF THE COMPANY, THE GROUP, THE TARGET GROUP AND

THE FINANCING.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Creation of a global leader in online betting and gaming

Financing Overview

Transaction 

Overview

◎ 888 announced the proposed acquisition of William Hill on 9 September 2021

◎ 888 is a global leader in online betting and gaming, leveraging proprietary technology to provide a world-class online gaming experience

◎ The William Hill acquisition combines 888 with one of the world’s leading sports betting and gaming companies with a leading betting brand in 

the UK, creating a platform that will serve 5 million active customers from over 100 countries (including Italy, Spain, Germany and Canada)

◎ William Hill’s acquisition value of £1.95 - £2.05 billion (inclusive of £0.1 billion IFRS-16 capitalised leases), represents a multiple of 

approximately 8.2x normalised EBITDA1

◎ The combination represents a transformational acquisition, creating a high growth, regulated market leader with a diversified revenue mix and 

significant scale that is expected to deliver approximately £100 million of pre-tax cost synergies by 20252, with potential upside from revenue 

synergies

◎ For LTM February 2022, the combined 888 / William Hill generated revenues of £2,057 million1 and adjusted EBITDA of £405 million1,3 on a 

pro forma, normalised basis

◎ The Company is raising £1.7 billion of funded debt to finance the transaction

◎ On 7 April 2022, 888 raised £163 million of equity via an accelerated bookbuild to complement the debt raise to finance the acquisition

◎ At closing, net leverage is expected to be approximately 4.3x Acquisition Adjusted EBITDA of £405m1,3 (based on LTM February 2022)

◎ The group has a medium-term leverage target of 3x or below, and has suspended the payment of dividends until that level is reached

Notes: 1 Including adjustments in relation to the William Hill Retail’s contribution based on the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2022 on a post-IFRS 16 basis.  2 Includes £15m of capex synergies. 3 Includes £4.5m of adjustments related to FX 

differences, share based payments and associates; and £54m of non-capex cost synergies.
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TRANSACTION OVERVIEW

Sources & Uses and Pro Forma Capital Structure

Notes: The Pro forma Enlarged Group’s Acquisition Adjusted EBITDA in $ translated to £ at an exchange rate of £1:$1.35 for the two months ended February 28, 2022; £1:$1.38 for the year ended December 31, 2021; and £1:$1.37 for the two months ended February 28, 2021; All other figures converted into GBP at £1:$1.22 and 

£1:€1.16. The existing WH Notes due 2026 are expected to be repurchased in connection with the CoC offer that the Company expects to make following the acquisition completion. If any of the WH Notes due 2026 are not redeemed, then the Company will cancel or repay, as applicable, a portion of GBP Term Loan A (Delayed 

Draw) and EUR Term Loan A in aggregate equal to the principal amount not redeemed, and such portion of the WH Notes due 2026 will remain outstanding.
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Sources £m Uses £m

GBP Term Loan A (Delayed Draw) 358 Acquisition purchase price 585

EUR Term Loan A 401 Repayment of WHI debt 1,159

USD Term Loan B, EUR Floating Rate Notes & EUR Senior Secured Notes 1,017 WHI debt-like items 165

New Common Equity 163 Transaction fees & expenses 154

Estimated cash at close 288 Cash to balance sheet 164

Total Sources 2,227 Total Uses 2,227

P
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£m xLTM Feb-22 Acquisition Adj. EBITDA (Post IFRS 16)

(Cash) (164)

£150m Revolving Credit Facility -

GBP Term Loan A (Delayed Draw) 358

EUR Term Loan A 401

USD Term Loan B, EUR Floating Rate Notes & EUR Senior Secured Notes 1,017

Gross First Lien Debt 1,776 4.4x

Net First Lien Debt 1,612 4.0x

Lease Liabilities 115

Gross Total Debt 1,890 4.7x

Net Total Debt 1,726 4.3x

LTM Feb-22 Acquisition Adj. EBITDA (Post IFRS 16) 405
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TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
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A POWERFUL COMBINATION

Transformational acquisition creating a high-growth global leader with significant scale

2.2 million > 3 million

£690m £1,366m1 £2,057m

£109m £238m1
£405m2 

including £54m of synergies 

expected by YE 2023 

Brands 

Active 

customers

Revenues

(Feb-22 LTM)

Adjusted 

EBITDA

(Feb-22 LTM)

> 5 million

Complementary 

products and brands

Source: Company information; Figures converted at an average exchange rate of $1.3725 to £1. 

Notes: Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 
1 Including an adjustment in relation to William Hill Retail’s retail contribution based on the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2022; actual Retail Revenue and EBITDA figures were £415m and £46m respectively. 2 Includes £4.5m of adjustments related to FX differences, share based payments and 

associates
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STRATEGIC RATIONALE

Transformational acquisition creating a high-growth global leader with significant scale

BECOMING A GLOBAL 

ONLINE BETTING AND 

GAMING LEADER

£2,057m1

£405m1

>12,000

>5m

Pro forma combined 

Feb-22 LTM Adjusted 

Revenue

Pro forma combined 

Feb-22 LTM 

Adjusted EBITDA

Combined 

employees

Combined annual 

active customers

The Acquisition brings together two highly complementary businesses, combines two of the 

industry’s leading brands, and significantly accelerates progress against our strategy:

➢ Positions the business as a leader in our core and growth markets with a 
platform for strong growth. Top 3 position in the UK and Spain, and top-5 
positions across a wide range of markets

➢ Increased regulated and taxed revenue mix (85% of pro forma Feb-22 LTM 
revenue), improving sustainability

➢ Enhanced exposure to sports betting, through iconic world-class William Hill 
brand

➢ Leveraging combined skills of employees and best of both sharing across 
proprietary technology, product, brand, and marketing

➢ Omni-channel opportunity to leverage UK retail footprint to improve 
experience and drive new customers

➢ Financially attractive with approximately £100m cost synergies expected by 
20252, along with potential revenue upside

➢ Step change in scale positions the Enlarged Group to take advantage of 
growth opportunities, whilst simultaneously driving operating leverage

Market focus

Sustainable 

competitive 

advantages

Value enhancing 

M&A

Notes: 888 results in $ have been translated to £ using an average exchange rate of $1.3545 to £1.00 for the two months ended February 28, 2022, an average exchange rate of $1.37567 to £1.00 for the year ended December 31, 2021 and an average exchange rate of $1.3749 to £1.00 for the two months 

ended February 28, 2021. 1 Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. Includes £54m of non-capex cost synergies expected in YE 2023; £4.5m of adjustments related to FX differences, share based payments and associates; and an adjustment in relation to William Hill 

Retail’s retail contribution based on the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2022  2 Includes £15m of capex synergies
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A leading global online betting and gaming company

521 542 530
560

850

980

224
130 136 141 137 165

273 224

132 134 132 140
214

256
127 133 128 138

216
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132 138 128 145

255

222

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

888 COMPANY OVERVIEW

Revenue mix by product – 2021

Gaming 
83%

Betting
13%

B2B
4%

FY 2021

Revenue

$980mm

100% online

Business overview

◎ Scalable, secure and proven proprietary 

technology platform

◎ Full end-to-end product suite across 

Casino, Sports, Poker, Bingo1

◎Diversified geographic footprint in 100+ 

countries, with a focus on casino

◎ Focus on regulated markets: licences in 

19 jurisdictions; 74% of 2021 revenue 

from regulated and taxed markets

◎ 1,800+ employees across 7 global offices

◎ In-house games studio producing high 

quality games

◎Clear strategic framework to deliver long-

term sustainable growth

Main brands

Quarterly revenue evolution ($ millions)

Notes: 1 Bingo business is in the process of being sold
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Innovative infrastructure with scalable and proven in-house technology

Source: Company information.

888 PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY

◎ UX / responsiveness / speed / segmentation and personalisation / Control Centre

◎ Exclusive in-house studio 

Section8 content / leading third-

party titles, e.g. SG, IGT, NE, 

Evolution

◎ Trading / product / odds-setting

◎ Majority of the volume migrated 

from 3rd  party provider, rest is in 

process 

◎ Shared liquidity networks

◎ B2C and B2B (in the U.S. market)

◎ Marketing 

◎ CRM 

◎ Analytics

◎ The Observer

Wallet / Payments / Accounts

“Back office” Player Account Management systems (PAM)

Casino Sport Poker

Customer-facing interface: mobile, tablet, and desktop ◎ Highly scalable and secure proprietary 

platform underpins competitive advantages

◎ Full product suite across the four major 

online gaming verticals

◎ Compliant in multiple jurisdictions –

highly flexible and agile

◎ B2C and B2B capabilities

◎ “Mobile first” approach to product 

development

◎ Safer gaming integrated – from product 

interface to back office proprietary Observer 

system that monitors all play in real time
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Operating across numerous geographies and managed in three segments

WILLIAM HILL COMPANY OVERVIEW

Divisional
structure

Feb-22 LTM Financials1,2,3

• Revenue of £1,366m

• EBITDA of £238m

Main brands

UK retail UK online International (exc. US)

Group technology, shared and head office functions

37% of Group revenue and 37% of 
Group EBITDA (excl. corporate costs)3

One-UK multi-channel team based primarily in Leeds and managed from 

Gibraltar, including commercial, ops, financial and dedicated tech/product teams

International team based in Malta 

including commercial, ops, financial 

and dedicated tech/product teams

Source: Company information, PWC reports.

Notes: 1 Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 2 Feb-22 LTM figures include an adjustment in relation to William Hill Retail’s retail contribution based on the performance of the business in 

July 2021 – February 2022; actual Retail Revenue and EBITDA figures were £415m and £46m respectively. Adjusted Retail EBITDA for July 2021 – February 2022 was £64m. 3 EBITDA breakdown excluding corporate costs of £23m. 

EBITDA
£97m2

EBITDA
£134m

EBITDA
£30m

Revenue: £504m2

EBITDA margin: 19%

45% of Group revenue and 51% of 
Group EBITDA (excl. corporate costs)3

Revenue: £616m

EBITDA margin: 22%

Revenue: £246m

EBITDA margin: 12%

18% of revenue and 11% of Group 
EBITDA (excl. corporate costs)3
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WILLIAM HILL RETAIL

Attractive omni-channel opportunity in the UK, and key enabler of online growth

Optimised to 

c.1,400
Locations

£504m
Revenue¹

£97m
EBITDA¹

Source: Company information, Betscope survey (2020)

Notes: Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 1 Feb-22 LTM normalised figured adjusted based on the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2022; actual Retail Revenue and 

EBITDA figures were £415m and £46m respectively. Adjusted Retail EBITDA for July 2021 – February 2022 was £64m; 2 Betscope survey Q1-Q4 2020 average; 3 Company information as at July 2021

◎ Optimised to c.1,400 

locations, ~30% 

reduced shops from 

c.2,300 post 2019 

FOBT changes

◎ Highest rated retail 

brand for ‘convenient 

location’, a key driver 

of consumer choice2

Profitable estate

◎ Focus on product and 

user experience 

extends to retail, with a 

world-class gaming 

platform, market 

leading SSBTs, digital 

screens and more

◎ Most recommended 

retail brand²

Customer focus

◎ Plus Card seamlessly 

integrates online and 

retail experience

◎ Unified Online and 

Retail teams

◎ Only 26% of WHI retail 

customers that bet 

online do so with WHI 

online; reflecting 

potential to capture a 

greater share of online 

revenues from WHI 

retail customers3

Omni-channel

◎ Shops closed during 

months for the majority 

of H1 2021

◎ Adjusted EBITDA of 

£97.3m, based on the 

performance of the 

business in July 2021 

– February 2022

Covid impact

2
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888 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Clear strategic framework around 3 focus areas to deliver long-term, sustainable growth

Market focus

Clear focus on the addressable 

growth opportunity by archetype

Core markets

Long-term investment

Growth markets

USA

Optimisation

Sustainable competitive advantages

Invest in core capabilities to reinforce our competitive 

advantage, enabling long-term sustainable growth

Product and 

content 

leadership

People and team

World class 

brands and 

marketing

Customer 

excellence

Value enhancing M&A

A structured and systematic 

approach to M&A, focussed on 

delivering long-term value creation 

in the most attractive end markets

Strategic vision for sustainable growth aligns with and is supported by our Made for the Future ESG framework
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KEY CREDIT HIGHLIGHTS
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5

6

1

3

4

Growing market with sizeable barriers to entry

Enhanced position in attractive regulated end markets

Compelling customer proposition supported by leading brands

Attractive financial profile, significant synergies from combination

Experienced management team, ESG focus and prudent financial 

policy 

KEY CREDIT HIGHLIGHTS

Diversification and scale2
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Online market share in key markets (2020 Remote NGR by operator) 

Flutter
30%

Entain
17%888 + 

WHI
12%

bet365
12%

Gamesys
7%

Others
22%

GROWING MARKET BENEFITTING FROM STRUCTURAL TAILWINDS

1 Sizeable barriers to entry

Global gambling 

market worth 

c.$408Bn

EMEA online 

gambling market 

expected to grow 

at 12.4% CAGR
between 2020-

2026

Increasing adoption of local regulations across markets is contributing to raising barriers to entry, while scale 

is increasingly important as technological complexity and the costs of regulatory compliance grow

Global online betting and gaming market benefits from structural tailwinds driven by digital migration and 

the broader growth in e-commerce adoption across markets

Source: H2 Gambling Capital, Regulus Partners. 

Flutter 
+ Sisal

22%

Entain
14%

Lottomatica
13%Snai

11%

SKS365
8%

bet365
7%

888 + WHI 
5%

Others
20% bet365

25%

Flutter
16%

888 + 
WHI
12%

Entain
8%

Sportium
8%

Codere
6%

Gamesys
4%

Others
21%
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LARGE AND GROWING EUROPEAN AND UK ONLINE GAMBLING MARKETS

Underlying structural growth despite regulatory changes

Source: Regulus Partners research (2021).

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Betting Casino and Bingo Poker
CAGR 

(’22-’25) 

12.5%

11.7%

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Betting Casino and Bingo Poker CAGR 

(’22-’25) 

3.0%

1.2%

3.3%

2.6%

2.1%

UK online market net revenue (£Bn)EMEA online gambling net revenue (€Bn)

40% 40%
41%

44% 40% 41%
40% 41% 43% 42% 42% 42%

56%

57%

57%

54% 57%
57%

57%
57%

56%
56%

56% 56%

5%

3%

3%

2%
2%

2%

2%

2%
2%

2%
2%

2%

44% 44% 46% 49%
51% 52%

45%

47%
48%

47%

9%
7%

7%

6%

5%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

2%

13.8%

18.4

21.7

24.8

31.1

36.5

39.5

44.4

50.0

56.3

Total Total

11.2

12.9

15.2

2.9

3.5

4.2

6.3

6.7
6.9

7.2
7.4

7.6

5.0
5.1

5.5

8%
7%

6%

6%

5%

4%

5%

3%

3%

2%

2%

48% 48% 46% 46%
46%

45%
44%

44%

47%

49%
51%

51%

52%

52%

1

2%
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UK CASE STUDY: GAMBLING RESILIENCE DURING A DOWNTURN

Source: UK Gambling Commission, ONS

(3%)

4%

7%
8%

(1%)

4%
3%

4%

(5%)

5%

3%

3%

(5.0%)

(2.5%)

0.0%

2.5%

5.0%

7.5%

10.0%

Apr '09 - Mar '10 Apr '10 - Mar '11 Apr '11 - Mar '12 Apr '12 - Mar '13

Gross Gambling Yield UK Nominal GDP Discretionary Spending

YoY Growth (%)

UK Gambling Industry Performance Through the GFC

Strong industry performance in past recessions1

Notes: ¹ Discretionary spending includes alcohol, tobacco; recreation and culture; restaurants and hotels; and miscellaneous spending (includes personal care, hairdressing and grooming, personal effects, jewellery and watches)

1

During the global financial crisis (GFC), UK overall gambling revenues were resilient with only a 3% decline across the worst 12-month period 

(April 2009 – March 2010) and rebounded strongly growing in excess of UK Nominal GDP and discretionary spending
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87%
81% 85% 85%

90%

2019 2020 2021 Feb-22
LTM

Near-term

Regulated Non-regulated

DIVERSIFIED MARKET EXPOSURE

Locally regulated and/or taxed 1 vs. non-locally 

regulated online revenue mix

Path to >90% regulated revenues

USA

SI sportsbook 

launch

Portugal

Spain

Ireland

Denmark

UK Sweden

Germany

Romania

Italy

Latvia

Complementary profiles and significant expertise operating across attractive regulated markets

85%
Feb-22 LTM revenue of the 

Enlarged Group comes from 

regulated and taxed markets

23 Licensed Jurisdictions

◎ UK

◎ Gibraltar

◎ Ireland

◎ Jersey

◎ Germany

◎ Romania

◎ Spain

◎ Italy

◎ Denmark

◎ Malta

◎ Sweden

◎ Portugal

◎ Latvia

◎ Colombia

◎ Canada (Ontario)

◎ Argentina (Buenos Aires)

◎ US:

◎ Nevada

◎ Delaware

◎ New Jersey

◎ Colorado

◎ Pennsylvania

◎ Virginia

◎ Michigan 

2 Creation of a regulated market leader

>

Source: Company information

Notes: Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 

¹ Includes Revenues from WHI’s regulated markets and 888’s regulated & taxed markets

Colombia

Argentina

Canada
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DIVERSIFIED REVENUE MIX

2 Complementary geographic profiles with diversified and balanced product offering 

UK 
Online

45%UK 
Retail
36%

EMEA 
(ex. UK, 

Italy)
16%

Italy 3%

Americas
1%

UK 
Online

43%

UK 
Retail
24%

EMEA 
(ex. UK, 

Italy)
22%

Italy
6%

Americas
5%

RoW
0%

FY21 

Geographic 

mix

(by revenues)

Enlarged group1

Source: Company information; Figures converted into USD at exchange rate of £1:$1.3757.

Notes: Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 
1 Adjusted to include a full year of retail contribution based on the WHI performance in the last 6 months of 2021. 

1

UK 
Online

40%
EMEA 

(ex. UK, 
Italy)
34%

Italy
12%

Americas 13%
RoW
1%

Betting
23%

Gaming
53%

Retail
24%

B2B 1%

FY21

Product

mix

(by revenues)

Betting
13%

Gaming
83%

B2B 4%

Betting
27%

Gaming
37%

Retail
36%
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SCALE AND CAPABILITIES

2
Another step change in scale with enhanced capabilities to address growth 

opportunities

108 130 136 141 137 165 
273 112 

132 134 132 140 
214 

256 

113 
127 133 128 138 

216 

230 

129 
132 138 128 145 

255 

222 

462 
521 542 530 560 

850 

980 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

888 revenue is ~75% higher than 2019 – ability to support more scale Data-driven investments improving engagement2

1 2018 revenue excludes ~$11m exceptional revenue from a historical VAT accrual release (Q2 2018); 2 Total unique customers across all B2C brands who were active in the period and have made at least one lifetime deposit. Returning actives reflect those active in the period whose initial deposit was prior to the 

period. FTDs (first time depositors) reflect those active in the period whose first deposit was within the period; 3 Actives reflects the monthly average of B2C customers who were active in the period and have made at least one lifetime deposit; 4 Monthly ARPU calculated as the average monthly revenue divided by 

the average monthly actives. B2C only and William Hill excludes retail

1
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0
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0
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0
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4

-2
0

Q
1

-2
1

Q
2

-2
1

Q
3

-2
1

Q
4

-2
1

Monthly avg returning actives Monthly avg FTDs

Significant influx of operational talent Massively expanded global player base3 Revenue synergy potential

>1,700
Employees

>10,000
Employees

>12,000
Employees

540k
Monthly avg

actives

1,059k
Monthly avg

actives

>1.6m
Monthly avg

actives

£141
Implied 

ARPU4

£71
Implied 

ARPU4

Opportunity

Combined Combined Combined

$m
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UK LICENSED BETTING OFFICE (LBO) MARKET OVERVIEW

WHI has optimised its retail estate to match the market post regulatory changes 

and COVID

Source: Regulus Partners research (2021); Company information.

Notes: 1 Refers to Licensed Betting Office. 2 Average number of LBOs in 2020 and 2021 (YE figures)

2

EBIT per shop Cumulative % EBIT

WH UK NGR per shop, trading shops only

WH UK EBIT per shop, trading shops only

NGR per shop (£k), April 2019 March 2020

EBIT per shop (£k), April 2019 March 2020

NGR per shop Cumulative % NGR

Top 10% shops = 16% total NGR Bottom 10% shops = 6% total NGR

Top 10% shops = 25% total EBIT Bottom 10% shops =

(0.6%) total EBIT

62 shops (c.4%) reported negative 

EBIT for April 2019 to March 2020

Average weekly revenue per shop by operator (2021A, £ 000’s)

6.7 

4.5 
4.3 

3.9 

3.1

Flutter William Hill GVC Betfred Rest

% Market share by revenue

c.9% c.21% c.5%c.24% c.41%

# LBOs1,2

2,6341,443

1,515

350

472
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ENHANCED POSITION IN ATTRACTIVE REGULATED END MARKETS

Established and enhanced presence in attractive, growing online markets1

3 Strong positions in core markets, with significant headroom for growth

$0bn $1bn $2bn $3bn $4bn $5bn $6bn $7bn $8bn

UK

Germany

Italy

Canada

Sweden

Spain

Romania

Denmark

Ireland

Source: Company information; FactSet; Regulus Partners

Notes: ¹ Market share and position reflects 2020

CAGR

13%

12%

17%

13%

6%

22%

103%

8%

12%

2020 Online gambling revenue ($bn) and 5 year CAGR (2015-2020) 

Regulated

Regulating

Combined market:

#3

#5

#8

#9

#7

#3

#6

#5

#4

Position Share¹

>12%

3-5%

5-10%

5-10%

5-10%

>10%

3-5%

5-10%

5-10%
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Market leading brand awareness across core markets4

COMPELLING CUSTOMER PROPOSITION SUPPORTED BY LEADING BRANDS

Position Brand Awareness %

1 SkyBet 77%

2 William Hill 75%

3 Bet365 72%

4 Ladbrokes 70%

5 Paddy Power 66%

6 Coral 63%

7 Betfair 60%

8 Betfred 55%

9 888 sport 46%

10 Betvictor 37%

888 9th 

WMH 2nd 

Position Brand Awareness %

1 William Hill casino 58%

2 Sky Vegas 55%

3 888 casino 54%

4 Ladbrokes casino 52%

5 Coral 50%

6 Paddy Power Games 42%

7 Betfair casino 40%

8 Bet365 casino 37%

9 Virgin Games 36%

10 Jackpot Joy 33%

888 3rd

WMH 1st

Position Brand Awareness %

1 Snai 81%

2 Better 69%

3 Bet365 68%

4 bwin 65%

5 Eurobet 62%

6 William Hill 60%

7 Sisal 58%

8 GoldBet 48%

9 888 sport 44%

10 PlanetWin 31%

888 9th

WMH 6th 

Position Brand Awareness %

1 888 casino 60%

2 Starcasino 55%

3 William Hill casino 52%

4 Pokerstars casino 50%

5 Sisal casino 46%

6 Snai casino 45%

7 StarVegas 42%

8 Lottomatica 39%

9 LeoVegas 36%

10 bwin casino 35%

888 1st 

WMH 3rd

Position Brand Awareness %

1 Bet365 83%

2 bwin 75%

3 Codere 67%

4 Sportium 67%

5 William Hill 67%

6 888 sport 62%

7 betway 59%

8 betfair 53%

9 Marca apuestas 49%

10 luckia 36%

888 6th

WMH 5th

Position Brand Awareness %

1 888 casino 72%

2 Pokerstars casino 68%

3 Codere 48%

4 William Hill casino 47%

5 YoCasino 47%

6 bwin casino 46%

7 Sportium casino 37%

8 betway casino 37%

9 LeoVegas 37%

10 StarVegas 34%

888 1st 

WMH 4th 

United Kingdom: Betting Italy: Betting Spain: Betting

United Kingdom: Casino Italy: Casino Spain: Casino

Source: 2021 Market Tracking Study - Clicked-Research Ltd
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ENHANCED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Leverage best in class product features to enhance customer proposition4

Engaging Safety

Content 

rich
Usability

Scalability

◎ 888 gaming platform adding ~700 games per 

year, with record levels of activity

◎ Highly scalable WHI trading engine processing 

over £3bn worth of sports wagers each year

◎ Shared ethos to make products as safe 

as possible and raise industry standards

◎ Industry leading Control Centre product

◎ WHI new Smart Data 

Platform enables significantly 

faster app speeds

◎ 888 in-house technology 

allows full control and 

flexibility over user 

experience

◎ 888’s in-house games studio Section 8 produces 

high quality exclusive games

◎ Integrations with all leading 3rd parties including 

significant live casino presence across brands

◎ AI driven personalisation

◎ Differentiated product 

features

◎ Range of sports/gaming 

free to play games

Product 

focus

Source: Company information
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£72 £121 £120 £109 

£258 £232 £260 £238 

£330 £353 £384 £351 

2019 2020 Adj. 2021 Adj. Feb-22 LTM

888 WH

888

WHI

Source: Company information

Notes: Exchange rates used: 2019: £1:$1.2769; 2020: £1:$1.2841; 2021: £1:$1.3757; Feb-22 LTM: £1:$1.3725. Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 1 WHI 2020 financials adjusted to include a full year of retail contribution based on the performance during weeks 

27-40 of 2020; actual figures were Revenue £354.2m and EBITDA £14.6m; WHI 2021 financials adjusted to include a full year of retail contribution based on the performance of the last 6 months of 2021; actual figures were Revenue £336.8m and EBITDA £0.6m. WHI Feb-22 LTM financials adjusted based on 

the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2022; actual Retail Revenue and EBITDA figures were £415m and £46m respectively. 2 Free cash flow refers to pre-IFRS16 EBITDA – Capex; 3 Free cash flow conversion refers to FCF / Adjusted EBITDA; 4 Includes £3.5m related to net FX differences; 5 

Includes £4.5m of adjustments related to FX differences, share based payments and associates; 6 Feb-22 LTM Adjusted EBITDA of £405m including £54m of synergies expected by YE 2023; 7 William Hill EBITDA has been derived using Retail Normalized Revenue and Retail Normalized EBITDA for the year 

ended December 31, 2021. 888 results have been translated into £ using an average exchange rate of $1.37567 to £1.00 for the year ended December 31, 2021.

Revenues1 (£m)

Capex (£m)

EBITDA1 (£m)

£439 £662 £712 £690 

£1,455 £1,309 £1,404 £1,366 

£1,894 £1,971 £2,116 £2,057 

2019 2020 Adj. 2021 Adj. Feb-22 LTM

888 WH

£18 £24 £22 £22 

£66 £56 
£77 £83 

£84 £80 
£99 £105 

2019 2020 2021 Feb-22 LTM

888 WH

ATTRACTIVE FINANCIAL PROFILE

FCF2 (£m)

£50 £92 £92 £82 

£147 
£140 £149 £121 

£197 
£232 £245 

£207 

2019 2020 Adj. 2021 Adj. Feb-22 LTM

888 WH
FCF Conversion3 (%)

16% 17%

18% 19%

Adjusted EBITDA Margins

17% 18%

18%

18%

18%

60% 66% 64%

EBITDA margin 

PF synergies of 

20%6

4

Combined

Enlarged Group historical financials (normalised)5

59%

17%

17%

16%
5

7
7
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Yariv Dafna
❑ Appointed as CFO and to the Board on 1 November 2020

❑ Held a number of positions with Telit Communications plc since 2003,
taking an active role in its IPO in 2005 and subsequent fundraisings

❑ While in previous roles at Telit, Yariv led the M&A activity on the buyside and 
sellside including integrating the acquired businesses into the company. He 
was actively involved in more than 10 different transactions

❑ He started his career in 1999 at Deloitte Israel

Vaughan Lewis
❑ Joined 888 in 2021, having previously been the head of integration for         

the international divisions of Flutter

❑ Prior to Flutter’s acquisition of The Stars Group, he acted as SVP of 
Communications at The Stars Group, and was heavily involved in the 
integration of Sky Betting & Gaming, and the combination of William Hill 
Australia and Crown Bet to become BetEasy

❑ Previously Director of Corp Development at Sky Betting & Gaming

❑ Started his career in capital markets, including over a decade at Morgan 
Stanley as lead pan-European betting and gaming equity research analyst

❑ 888 acquisitions demonstrate the Group’s commitment to its strategy: to 
be a global leader in the online gaming market by driving organic 
growth across regulated markets, supported by value-accretive M&A

❑ Betbright acquisition enabled 888 to own proprietary, end-to-end 
solutions across the four major online gaming verticals. It enhanced the 
Group’s long-term prospects in the global Sports betting market by 
enabling 888 to fully leverage its marketing and analytics capabilities, 
scale and unique expertise

Itai Pazner
❑ Appointed CEO in January 2019

❑ He previously held the role of COO at 888 since October 2017

❑ Prior to becoming COO in 2017, he spent more than six years
as Senior Vice President (‘SVP’) of the Group’s B2C Division

❑ As CEO, Itai led the integration of Betbright; and for integration of Mandalay 
acted as COO Executive lead overseeing technology and operational treks to 
assure harmonisation of the operations and synergy creation over a period of 
24 months

RELEVANT M&A EXPERIENCE

Former 888 acquisitions 

6 888 team have done M&A integration and have extracted synergies in the past 
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SUSTAINABILITY AND ESG

6 “Made for the Future” ESG framework sets a platform for sustainable long-term 

growth

Our focus 

areas, goals 

and ambitions

2021 

highlights

Made to play safely Made together Made greener

Preventing harm 

through safe gambling

An inclusive workplace where people can grow 

and develop

Protecting our environment, including net zero 

carbon

A world where player tools and restrictions for 

gambling are a normal part of play

◎ Use technology as a force for good, giving 

customers transparency about their activity, and 

using sophisticated AI to detect and block 

harmful play and ensuring safety remains a core 

component of product design

◎ Empower customers to make safe and 

responsible decisions

◎ Working with the industry to raise standards

Targets and 

measurement

◎ Refined Observer algorithms and lowered 

various thresholds for intervention

◎ Rolled out Control Centre to c.40% of players

◎ Observer prompted interactions (2021: 1.3m)

◎ Access to Control Centre (Q4 2021: 39%)

◎ Active customers with deposit limits (Q4: 41%)

An authentic, diverse and interpersonal 

workplace culture with great people development

◎ Promoting a fair, supportive, and positive 

working environment that enables 888’s people –

and its business – to flourish

◎ Seeking diversity, supporting social mobility, and 

welcoming and developing talent wherever we 

find it

◎ Engaging and supporting our local communities

◎ Launched the inaugural SheLeads programme 

focused on developing future female leaders

◎ Record number of new hires

◎ Female promotions (targeting 50%; 2021: 39%)

◎ Learning & development participation (2021: 50%)

◎ Volunteering programme participation (target 

50%; 2021: 14% - impacted by COVID19)M
o

n
it

o
ri

n
g

 p
ro

g
re

s
s

Source: Company information. See 2021 Annual Report for full details. 

Net zero direct carbon emissions by 2030 and 

across our entire value chain by 2035

◎ Measure and reduce our environmental impact, 

targeting carbon emissions in particular

◎ Working with our largest suppliers and partners 

to encourage them to reduce their own carbon 

emissions

◎ Supporting employees to travel in low carbon 

ways

◎ Investing in high quality carbon removal offsets

◎ Formalised targets and released a carbon report 

outlining our impact and future goals and plans

◎ Scope 1&2 emissions: 3,089 tonnes; Scope 3 

emissions, 26,000 tonnes

◎ Zero direct carbon emissions by 2030

◎ Zero indirect carbon emissions by 2035

◎ Accreditation of targets by Independent Science 

Based Target Initiative
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Notes: Exchange rates used: 2019: £1:$1.2769; 2020: £1:$1.2841; 2021: £1:$1.3757; Feb-22 LTM: £1:$1.3725. Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 
1 Adjusted to include a full year of retail contribution based on the performance during weeks 27-40 of 2020 during which retail was open and sport was taking place, actual Revenue and EBITDA figures were £354.2m and £14.6m respectively; 2 Adjusted to include a full year of retail contribution based on the 

performance of the last 6 months of 2021, actual Revenue and EBITDA figures were £336.8m and £0.6m. 3 Adjusted based on the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2022; actual Retail Revenue and EBITDA figures were £415m and £46m respectively. 4 Includes £3.5m of net FX differences. 5

Includes £4.5m of adjustments related to FX differences, share based payments and associates; and £54m of non-capex cost synergies. 6 As reported. 7 Excluding acquisitions

FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM

Revenue Revenue 

888 438.8 661.7 712.5 690.4 888 560.3 849.7 980.1 947.6

UK Online 488.3 515.7 643.4 616.4 UK Online 623.5 662.2 885.1 846.3

International Online 250.0 287.1 261.2 245.5 International Online 319.2 368.7 359.3 337.0

Retail 717.0 506.01 499.02 504.13 Retail 915.5 649.81 686.52 691.93

PF Enlarged Revenue 1,894.1 1,970.5 2,116.1 2,056.5 PF Enlarged Revenue 2,418.6 2,530.3 2,911.0 2,822.8

EBITDA EBITDA

888 72.1 121.2 119.9 109.3 888 92.1 155.6 165.0 150.0

UK Online 133.0 137.3 157.3 133.6 UK Online 169.8 176.3 216.4 183.4

International Online 31.5 37.5 32.6 29.6 International Online 40.2 48.2 44.8 40.6

Retail 141.0 97.51 96.22 97.33 Retail 180.0 125.21 132.42 133.63

Corporate (47.5) (40.5) (26.2) (22.9) Corporate (60.7) (52.0) (36.0) (31.4)

Total 330.1 353.0 383.54 351.35 Total 421.5 453.3 527.64 481.35

D&A6 (138.6) (136.4) (132.8) (130.3) D&A6 (177.0) (175.1) (182.7) (178.9)

888 – Capex7 (17.5) (24.1) (22.2) (22.2) 888 – Capex7 (22.3) (30.9) (30.5) (30.5)

WHI – Capex (66.4) (55.8) (77.3) (83.2) WHI – Capex (84.8) (71.7) (106.3) (114.2)

Total Capex (83.9) (79.9) (99.5) (105.4) Total Capex (107.1) (102.6) (136.8) (144.7)

Pre-IFRS 16 EBITDA -

Capex
196.9 231.9 244.9 207.2

Pre-IFRS 16 EBITDA -

Capex
251.5 297.8 336.9 283.5

W
H

I
W

H
I

£m $m

W
H

I
W

H
I

Pro forma normalised

$555m

including 

$74m of 

expected 

non-capex 

cost 

synergies by 

YE 2023

£405m

including 

£54m of 

expected 

non-capex 

cost 

synergies by 

YE 2023
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PRO FORMA EBITDA BRIDGE

Feb-22 LTM pro forma EBITDA of £405m

Feb-22 LTM EBITDA Bridge from 888 to Enlarged Group (£m)

Source: Company information. 

Notes: Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 888 results have been translated to £ using an average exchange rate of $1.3545 to £1.00 for the two months ended February 28, 2022, an average exchange rate of $1.37567 to

£1.00 for the year ended December 31, 2021 and an average exchange rate of $1.3749 to £1.00 for the two months ended February 28, 2021. 1 Include £4.5m of adjustments related to FX differences, share based payments and associates. 2 An adjustment in relation to 

William Hill Retail’s retail contribution based on the performance of the business in July 2021 – February 2020

109 

296 300 

405 

134 

30 

46 

(23)

5 

51 54 

888 UK Online Int. Online UK Retail Corporate PF adjustments Pro forma
combined

Retail
adjustment

Run-rate
synergies

Pro forma
normalised2

£54m non-capex cost 

synergies expected 

by YE 2023

Including £85m pre-tax non-

capex cost synergies to be 

achieved by YE 2025

1

WHI Adjusted EBITDA
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PF BUSINESS GENERATES SIGNIFICANT FCF

GBP MM 2021A PF

EBITDA post IFRS16 383.52

888 EBITDA 119.9

William Hill EBITDA 259.9

IFRS16 impact (39.2)

888 IFRS16 Impact (5.3)

William Hill IFRS16 Impact (33.9)

EBITDA pre IFRS16 344.32

888 EBITDA 114.7

William Hill EBITDA 226.0 

PF Capex (99.5)

888 Capex (22.2)

William Hill Capex (77.3)

PF tax expense (23.4)

Combined FCF (post-tax) 221.51

Source: Gambling Commission. FX Exchange rate of USD/GBP 1/0.7269. William Hill EBITDA has been derived using Retail Normalized Revenue and Retail Normalized EBITDA for the year ended December 31, 2021. 888 results have been translated into £ using an average exchange rate of $1.37567 to £1.00 for 

the year ended December 31, 2021. 
1 FCF represents pre-IFRS 16 EBITDA minus capex minus tax expense 2 Includes net of c.£3.5m related to FX differences

2022 2023 2024 2025

Combined 2021A PF Free Cash Flow1 Rapid deleveraging profile

Including PF synergies of 54mm (pre-tax) FCF equals

c.276mm
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Outside of the UK and Netherlands the business is stable and growing

888 REST OF THE WORLD REVENUE EVOLUTION

$m

Q1 

2021

Q1 

2020 YoY %

Total revenue 149 99 51%

$m

Q2 

2021

Q2 

2020 YoY %

Total revenue 139 124 12%

$m

Q3 

2021

Q3 

2020 YoY %

Total revenue 135 123 10%

$m

Q4 

2021

Q4 

2020 YoY %

Total revenue 141 138 2%

Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022

(7%) (3%) 5%

888 has a diversified global business with a number of strongly performing markets that have offset the impact of UK safer gambling measures

$m

Q1 

2022

Q1 

2021 YoY %

Total revenue 144 149 (3%)

• Continued sequential growth

• YoY trend driven by FX 

headwinds, together with record 

period in the prior year as a 

result of Covid trends across 

several key markets

• Sequential trend in line with 

seasonality 

• Organic YoY growth despite 

prior year period benefiting from 

initial lockdown trends, 

particularly casino and poker

• Sequential impact mainly from 

the introduction of new 

regulation in Germany

• Organic YoY growth

• Sequential growth in line with 

typical seasonality trends

• YoY trend impacted by sports 

win margin variance, lockdown 

trends in prior year period, and 

the ramp up related to SI 

Sportsbook resulting in negative 

revenues in Q4-21

• Strongest Quarterly revenue in 

888 history, partially due to 

Covid trends

• Prior year period was all pre-

Covid and therefore YoY trend 

exacerbated 

2%

Note: Revenue on this page for all periods excludes the UK and the Netherlands

$149m $139m $135m $141m $144m 
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Overall Q1 YoY decline driven by the UK, which was impacted by safer gambling measures

888 UK REVENUE EVOLUTION

£m

Q1 

2021

Q1 

2020 YoY %

888 revenue 83 46 83%

Total Market1 1,634 1,457 12%

£m

Q2 

2021

Q2 

2020 YoY %

888 revenue 77 68 14%

Total Market1 1,581 1,223 29%

£m

Q3 

2021

Q3 

2020 YoY %

888 revenue 62 65 (5%)

Total Market1 1,324 1,282 3%

£m

Q4 

2021

Q4 

2020 YoY %

888 revenue 60 81 (26%)

Total Market1 1,246 1,618 (23%)

Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022

(8%) (19%) (3%)

The progress 888 has made on affordability measures and safer gambling controls positions the company to grow from a sustainable base

£m

Q1 

2022

Q1 

2021 YoY %

888 revenue 60 83 (28%)

Total Market1 1,230 1,634 (25%)

0%

1 Total UK market numbers taken from UKGC statistics. For Q1 2021 and Q1 2020 these numbers are based on official statistics for the full market. The latest date of official full market statistics is March 2021, therefore for Q2 2021 to 

Q4 2021, the numbers and YoY comparatives are taken from the monthly statistics released by the UKGC from larger operators which are said to cover approximately 80% of the market. Monthly data only available to Dec 2021. 

Initial introduction of more stringent 

safer gambling measures part way 

through the period

Full implementation of the action 

plan in response to the UK Gambling 

Commission review

Ongoing reduction in limits and 

increased interactions with players

Implementation of changes to UK 

slot game design including minimum 

spin speeds, ban on losses disguised 

as wins, ban on auto-play

Continued increase in proportion of 

players with deposit limits 

• All time high quarter, significantly 

outperformed the market meaning 

stronger comparative than most 

for 2022

• Market growth driven by betting 

given sports cancellations in 2020 

initial lockdown. 888 

underperformed market given 

lower betting mix
Both William Hill UK online 

and 888 UK online trends 

have been in-line with the 

UK market throughout 2021

£83m £77m 
£62m £60m £60m 
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SEMI-ANNUAL REVENUE EVOLUTION FOR 888 & WILLIAM HILL

888

$283m 
$379m 

$471m 
$528m 

$452m 

$224m 

2H 2019 1H 2020 2H 2020 1H 2021 2H 2021 1Q 2022

£236m £226m £278m £353m £276m 
£129m 

£135m £144m £156m 
£157m 

£119m 
£54m 

£325m 
£147m 

£207m £87m £250m 

£129m 

2H 2019 1H 2020 2H 2020 1H 2021 2H 2021 1Q 2022

(26%)

William Hill

24% (7%) 28%

34%
24% 12% (14%)

• Revenue benefitting 

from partial retail 

reopening and growth 

in monthly actives

• Revenues impacted 

by retail lockdowns 

from March 2020

• Revenue impacted by 

retail lockdown 

through May 2021

• Record revenues, 

partly boosted by 

Covid trends

• Revenues impacted by 

the implementation of 

measures relating to 

safer gambling

£312m

£644m£696m

£516m
£641m £597m

Retail

International

UK Online

• Retail revenues reflect the first period with full opening. Online 

revenues impacted by regulatory and compliance headwinds, 

including market closures and the market-wide impact of more 

stringent safer gambling policies in the UK
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Significant synergy potential to drive immediate value creation and fuel growth

SIGNIFICANT SYNERGIES FROM COMBINATION

Source: Company information

Notes: 1 Synergies have been calculated in $, and translated back to £ for the purposes of this presentation at an exchange rate of £1:$1.3757

Cost synergy phasing

Summary

◎ Pre-tax cost synergies of c.£100m1 including c.£15m 
capex synergies, to be realised by the end of 2025

◎ Estimated one-time cash costs ~1x synergies, to be 
incurred in the first three years post completion  

Integration 

principles

◎ Maintain momentum in existing businesses

◎ Explore the best of both for technology and product

Potential 

upside

◎ Potential revenue upside from an enhanced customer 
proposition and product offerings 

A broad range of benefits across the whole cost base

Cost of sales

◎ Economies of scale in payment 
processing fees

◎ Economies of scale in revenue 
share for third party content across 
sports and gaming

Technology

◎ Consolidating operations and back 
office onto common platforms, 
where possible

◎ Achieving scale efficiencies in third 
party costs

Marketing

◎ External marketing economies of 
scale and optimising spend

◎ Removal of duplicate marketing 
technology costs

◎ Country specific approach to brands

Other overheads

◎ Consolidation of corporate and 
support functions and removal of 
duplicate activities

◎ Reducing other costs e.g. facilities, 
travel and professional services fees

£5mm

£54mm

£70mm

£100mm

2022 2023 2024 2025

Cumulative synergies

31%

20%
24%

25%
Cost of sales

Marketing

Technology

Other overheads
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DETAILED INTEGRATION PLAN TO ACHIEVE SYNERGIES AND OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 

A number of key principles have been agreed to drive the success of the integration, including to:

◎ Focus on talent whilst proactively identifying key staff and secure retention across both companies

◎ Be ruthless in the prioritisation and resourcing needs of integration projects, ensuring delivery of 
compliance and business as usual operations are managed alongside the delivery of synergies. Delivery 
of cost synergies is a key target of the integration programme

◎ Focus on realising benefits from licensing, removal of duplicate corporate activities and supplier contracts 
renegotiation, reflecting the increased bargaining power of the combined group, as soon as possible

◎ Integrate platforms and optimise marketing in a phased manner avoiding impact to customer user 
experience, following analysis across both businesses

An established integration programme is running supported by Senior Executives

◎ A well-resourced integration management office comprises of Senior Management from across both 
business, and is supported by Deloitte as integration advisors

◎ An integration Steering Committee of Senior Executives meets regularly to review progress and 
make decisions

◎ Workstreams are defined and staffed with leadership from both businesses. Ongoing progress 
reporting is communicated to the Steering Committee

◎ Comprehensive integration planning is underway, with plans completed for the most critical near-
term activities and milestones completed

◎ Costs to achieve will be controlled alongside delivery of benefits

HIGH LEVEL ROADMAP 2022 2023 2024 2025

PRODUCT AND 

TECHNOLOGY

SUPPLIERS

MARKETING

ORGANISATION AND 

OPERATIONS

Discovery 

and decisions

Seamless Integration Plan prepared with advisors and based on past experience to be executed within c.2.5 years

Initial platform migrations Phased platform migrations

Renegotiations 

across all functions

Initial organisational structure changes made, 

inclusive of consolidation of corporate 

functions and locations  

Optimisation of brand 

marketing strategy 

across markets
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FINANCIAL POLICY

Target Leverage
▪ £163 million equity placing through an accelerated bookbuild

▪ Cash generative business targets de-leveraging to or below 3x in the medium term

Dividend
▪ The Board has suspended the payment of dividends until such time as the Enlarged Group’s net leverage ratio is at or below 3x, or such earlier time as 

the Board considers appropriate

FX Hedging ▪ 888 continually monitors foreign currency risk and takes steps, where practical, to ensure that net exposure is kept to an acceptable level

M&A
▪ Focused on deleveraging in the near-term

▪ Potential further M&A intended to not impact deleveraging curve 

Enabling deleveraging through a solid financial policy
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UK GAMBLING ACT REVIEW
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UK GAMBLING ACT REVIEW PROCESS 

Areas likely to be 

highlighted

Overall economic 

impact

Background

◎ The UK government is in the process of reviewing the 2005 Gambling 
Act, which is the key legislation for the industry (established at the 
early stages of online gambling)

◎ A formal consultation closed in March 2021

Additional 

considerations

Timing

◎ A White Paper is expected in Q2 or Q3 2022, 
which will outline potential legislative and 
regulation changes

◎ Significant changes to legislation are unlikely 
before 2023

The White Paper may suggest the 

implementation of fixed limits for online slots:

◎ Possible scenarios include limits of £2, £5, 

£10 per spin, or other possible ranges

◎ Potential increase from new limits subject to 

affordability check is possible

The White Paper may outline criteria for 

affordability, including:

◎ Fixed deposit limits for players, with source of 

funds checks required to increase deposits

◎ Increased due diligence or third-party checks 

to determine affordability 

◎ A single customer view across operators

Possible scenarios include: 

◎ Banning of sponsorship of football clubs

◎ Ban on TV advertising

◎ Limits on bonuses and promotions

◎ Focus on protecting underage children

Slots Affordability Advertising

◎ Slots limits have already been reduced sharply, with William Hill’s 
exposure to slots above £10 in the very low single digit percentages of 
total slots revenue for Q1 2022 

◎ Significant action has been taken by both businesses to address 
affordability concerns, with the 2022 revenue run-rate being already lower 
than 2021, due to these actions

◎ The enlarged group will have double-digit UK online market share, two 
leading brands, and a large cost base in the UK, leaving it well positioned 
to compete 

◎ Advertising bans will likely have limited effects on established well-known 
brands such as 888 and William Hill

◎ Multiple different factors that could impact the size of the UK online betting and gaming market

◎ Illustratively, if the UK online market decreased by 10%, this could impact enlarged Group EBITDA by approximately 5%
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UK SLOTS ARE 19% OF ENLARGED GROUP REVENUE

Geographic 

mix

(by revenues)

Combined group

Source: Company information; Figures converted into USD at exchange rate of £1:$1.3449 in 2022.

Notes: Based on Q1 2022 results. 1 Includes casino, poker, bingo and other revenue

UK 
Online

36%
RoW
64%

UK Online 

breakdown

(by revenues)

Slots
56%

Other 
gaming

31%

Betting
13% Slots

49%

Other 
gaming

10%

Betting
41%

1

19% of total enlarged group revenues are 

derived from UK Online slots

1

UK 
Online

41%

Retail & 
International 

Online
59%

UK 
Online

39%Retail / 
RoW
61%

Slots
46%

Other 
gaming

8%

Betting
46%
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SENSITIVITY OF SLOTS (888 + WH) REVENUE AND EBITDA

Regulus Partners in September 2021 estimated that a £2 maximum stake could impact the UK industry revenues by

~6%, equivalent to a ~15% impact to slots revenues

2022 Q1 2022 Annualised

£m 888 WH Combined

Total Revenue 166 312 

UK Revenue 60 129 

UK Gaming Revenue 43 69 

UK Slots Revenue 33 59 370 

Impact on Slots (5) (9) (55)

EBITDA drop-through (1.5) (2.7) (16.6)

Illustrative (15%) impact on 

UK Slots revenue

Illustrative 30% conversión 

margin to EBITDA

Illustrative analysis1

Source: Company information; Figures converted into GBP at £1:$1.3453 in 2022

Notes: 1 The Impact on Slots, EBITDA drop-through and 2022 Annualized UK Slots Revenue figures are not forecasts, are being presented solely for illustrative purposes. In particular, UK Slots Revenue and EBITDA drop-through will vary 

from the figures presented for a number of reasons, including reasons outside of 888’s control.
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Winner, 22% 

0-£500, 67% 

£500-£1000, 5% 

£1-£1.5, 2% 

>£1.5k, 5% 

Q1 2021 total spend Q1 2022 total spend

Customers spending more than £1.5K reduced from 5% to 3% over the course of the last year

Winner, 22%

0-£500, 67%

£500-£1000, 5%

£1-£1.5, 2.6%

>£1.5k, 3%

888 UK ONLINE QUARTERLY ACTIVE CUSTOMERS SPEND ANALYSIS

89% of players are either 

winners or spending less 

than £500 per quarter in 

both periods
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◎ The nature of any new affordability policies remains unclear, and depending on the details, there could be an impact on 

the size of the addressable market

◎ With an enhanced competitive position, and the significant work to implement proactive affordability measures, the 

enlarged group would be in a strong position from a competitive perspective, and well placed to reasonably mitigate 

any further headwinds through market share gains and cost base adjustments

UK ONLINE AFFORDABILITY MEASURES

Potential White Paper 
Scenarios 

◎ Fixed deposit limits for players

◎ Fixed bet limits for players

◎ Enhanced source of fund / affordability checks

888 Preparation Ahead 
of White Paper: 

Affordability policies 
and processes well 

advanced

◎ 888 updated its safer gambling framework and technology over 2020/2021

◎ Limits for players were reduced

◎ Affordability check trigger in process of being reduced from £950 to £500, after being reduced from £2,000 in 2021

◎ 888 builds a better risk profile for players, with riskier players monitored in real time 

◎ Ability to set Personal System Limits was developed and implemented in 2021

◎ In Q4 2021, ~40% of active players had deposit limits in place

◎ Source of funds checks include checking bank statements, payslips, etc at an earlier stage

◎ Observer the automated data system, and the safer gambling team monitor player behaviour to look for markers of 

harm: risky activity triggers an interaction and can lead to limits being placed on the account

◎ As part of 888’s 2020/2021 review by UKGC, the new framework and technology was reviewed and the UKGC has 

been supportive of the changes 888 put in place, including the new risk assessment framework

Potential Financial 
Impact in UK 
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UK ADVERTISING RESTRICTIONS 

888 and WH 
Positioning Ahead of 

White Paper 

◎ 888 and WH experienced similar advertising restrictions in Italy and Spain in the last few years

◎ Given the strength of the brands and market positioning, these advertising restrictions had a limited impact on overall 

market, but led to increased market share for the larger operators 

◎ Many operators reduced marketing spend and increased profitability in these markets

Potential Financial 
Impact in UK 

◎ Strong Brand positioning in casino and sports for both 888 and William Hill

◎ Significant brand spend in channels that could be restricted, could lead to material cost savings

◎ Expect no material impact to EBITDA for the enlarged business from restrictions to advertising, but limitations on 

promotions and bonuses could create some headwinds

◎ William Hill retail estate with ~1,400 shops provides strong brand presence across the UK

Potential White Paper 
Scenarios 

◎ Banning of sponsorship of football clubs

◎ Ban on TV advertising

◎ Limitations on promotions and free bets

◎ Focus on limiting exposure to vulnerable, including the underage
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888 AND WILLIAM HILL INTERACTION WITH UK GAMBLING COMMISSION

Source: Gambling Commission

888 review, findings, internal changes and fine

The UK Gambling Commission (UKGC) reviewed ten customers in October 2020 and 

issued its Preliminary Findings to 888 in July 2021 indicating issues related to Anti-

money laundering (AML) and safer gambling processes

Following the conclusion of the review, the UKGC issued a £9.4mm fine in March 2022 
(paid in April 2022)

The UKGC has expressed its satisfaction in the action taken by 888 during the review to 

address its concerns in respect of AML and safer gambling and ongoing compliance 

framework

Changes to 888’s affordability checks and slots stake limits were implemented in 

anticipation of some of the changes rumoured to be in the UK white paper

• Throughout 2021, 888 carried out affordability measures which impacted the 2021 

figures

William Hill current review

The UKGC reviews occur every 2-3 years and changes implemented by 888 and William Hill are anticipated to keep the company’s 

business in line with upcoming White paper regulation

1. William Hill is going through a similar review to the one 
888 experienced in 2020/2021. The review started in 
summer 2021 and could follow a similar timeline to the one 
888 experienced (12-18 months)

2. Following an assessment in July-August 2021, the UKGC 
identified concerns about the appropriateness and 
effectiveness of William Hill's AML and responsible 
gambling policies, procedures and processes as well as 
their overall AML Risk Assessment. Their concerns 
focused on a number of instances where controls had not 
operated promptly enough to prevent a number of 
customers gambling and losing money at velocity and 
above set thresholds. Subsequently, in November 2021, 
the UKGC raised concerns about the effectiveness of 
certain self-exclusion customer tools and the accuracy of 
regulatory data provision

3. As a result of these findings, WH has been meeting 
regularly with the UKGC to update them on compliance, 
technology, safer gambling and affordability changes to 
address the issues

4. WH recorded a provision of £15mm in 2021 to cover 
potential cash outflows resulting from the UKGC 
compliance assessment

◎ Business Risk Assessment did not take into account all of the UKGC’s AML Guidance 

and was not updated in a timely manner

◎ Not effectively implementing its policies and procedures 

◎ Not effectively interacting with players at risk of harm

◎ Not effectively linking accounts held by the same individual

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

UK Gambling Commission findings 
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SYNDICATION OVERVIEW

For CS: Please use another photo
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SUMMARY TERMS

USD 1st Lien Term Loan B EUR 1st Lien Floating Rate Notes EUR 1st Lien Fixed Rate Notes

Borrowers / Issuers 888 Acquisitions Ltd; 888 Acquisitions LLC 888 Acquisitions Ltd

Guarantors
888 Holdings plc, 888 Acquisitions Limited, 888 Acquisitions LLC, VHL Financing Limited and each other member of the Group which becomes a Guarantor pursuant to the 

Guarantor Coverage Test / material subsidiary requirements

Use of Proceeds
Pay the acquisition price, repay certain existing indebtedness of the Target Group, pay fees & expenses associated with the transaction and for working capital and general 

corporate purposes

Ranking First Lien

Security

Share pledges over borrowers and points of enforcement (888 Acquisitions Limited, 888 Acquisitions LLC, VHL Financing Limited and Random Logic Ltd, and to the extent that 

the US reorganisation does not complete within 18 months of the closing date, 888 US Inc. and 888 US Limited). Post-closing transaction security to be granted over shares in 

each Material Company, structural intercompany receivables owing to 888 Holdings plc and VHL Financing Limited and customary floating charge for Guarantors incorporated in 

England and Wales.

Amount £1,017m-equivalent

Tenor 6 Years 6 Years 5 Years

Amortisation 1.00% per annum N/A N/A

Coupon SOFR + CSA + [●] bps E + [●] bps [●]%

Floor 0.50% 0.00% N/A

OID [●] [●] [●]

Call Protection 101 hard call for twelve months NC-1, Par NC-2, 50%, 25%, Par

Financial Covenants None (Covenant Lite) None None

Other Covenants Standard and customary
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Source: Company information.

SIMPLIFIED PRO FORMA CORPORATE STRUCTURE

Notes: 1 UK tax resident by virtue of place of central management & control and has registered with Companies House under UK-888 Holdings; 2 To act as Co-Borrower on USD-denominated Term Loans only; 3To become direct or 

indirect subsidiaries of VHL Financing Limited post-closing and following completion of the US reorganisation

888 Acquisitions Limited

(Gibraltar)

VHL Financing Limited

(Gibraltar)

New Debt
EU/ROWEU/ROWSubsidiaries

Random Logic Limited

(Israel)

William Hill Holdings 

Limited (UK)

Caesars UK Interactive 

Holdings Limited

Caesars UK Holdings 

Limited

Caesars Cayman Finance

Limited

William Hill Limited

EU/ROWEU/ROWSubsidiaries

888 Holdings plc1

(Gibraltar)

888 Acquisitions LLC2

(Delaware)

888 US Limited3

(Gibraltar)

888 US Inc.3

(Delaware)

EU/ROWEU/ROWSubsidiaries

New Equity

EU/ROWEU/ROWSubsidiaries
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SYNDICATION TIMELINE

Date Event

23 June 2022 • Lender Presentation

30 June 2022 • Commitments Due from Lenders

1 July 2022 • M&A Closing

June-22

M T W T F S S

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30
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APPENDIX
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888 AND WHI’S HISTORY

Significant heritage and experience across both businesses 

Source: Company information

IPO on LSE

Unlawful Internet 

Gambling Enforcement 

Act enacted in US; all 

activity with US-based 

customers ceased

Acquired bingo business of 

Globalcom Limited

Launched online casino in 

newly regulated Italian market

Acquired sports betting 

platform BetBright

Launched slots in Spain; multi-state 

poker network in the US went live

Announced exclusive 

US partnership with 

Sports Illustrated

Creating a global online 

betting and gaming leader 

with significant scale

2005 2020201520102006 2007 2008 2009 2011 2012 2013 2014 2016 2017 2018 2019 2021 2022

Acquired Mytopia; 

launched Poker 

interface 6.0

Launched in Nevada, 

Delaware, and New Jersey –

the only operator to have a 

presence in all 3 regulated 

US markets

Commenced rollout of 

cutting-edge Orbit 

Casino platform

Secured US market 

access in Colorado, 

Indiana and Iowa

Acquisition of 

William Hill 

International 

2000

David Harding 

appointed 

CEO

2000

WH launches 

offshore 

telephone 

betting and 

online casino

2002

WH floats on 

London Stock 

Exchange

2005

Acquisition of 

Stanley Leisure 

retail 

bookmaking 

operation

2007

UK Gambling 

Act comes 

fully into force

2008

WH enters 

online JV 

with Playtech

2008

Ralph 

Topping 

appointed 

CEO

2013

WH buys 

Playtech out 

of online JV

2013

Australia 

acquisitions 

(Sportingbet and 

tomwaterhouse.com)

2014

James 

Henderson 

appointed CEO

2014

Introduction 

of UK Point of 

Consumption 

licensing and 

taxation 

regime

2015

WH offer to take 

over 888 for 

£700m rejected

2016

WH rejects joint 

merger offer from 

888 and Rank and 

walks away from 

£4.6bn merger 

talks with Amaya

2016/2017

Philip Bowcock 

(former CFO) 

appointed interim CEO 

in 2016 and made 

permanent in 2017

2018

WH decides to 

develop new 

proprietary 

technology 

stack

2018

Strategic partnership 

with Eldorado; sale of 

Aus. Business and 

Caesars consider 

acquiring WH

2018

Enhanced 

customer due 

diligence and 

Source of 

Funds 

requirements

2019

Ulrik Bengtsson 

(former Chief 

Digital Officer) 

appointed CEO in 

September

2019

WH completes 

acquisition of 

Mr Green for 

c. £245m

Apr-2019

Implementation 

of £2 stakes 

limit on FOBTs 

in betting shops

2020/21

Caesars bid 

approved in Nov-20 

and completed 

Apr-21

2020/21

Measures to 

control 

Covid-19 lead 

to the 

temporary 

closure of 

WH retail 

estate

14 May 2018

US Supreme 

Court 

overturns 

PASPA

September 

2021

Caesars 

agreed to sell

the WHI 

business to 

888

◼ Leadership change ◼ The evolution changes ◼ Deals activity ◼ Regulation/other events

2000 202020152013 2014 2016 2017 2018 20192002 2005 20082007 2021

Sale of Bingo 

Business
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257

326

434

576

718
766

863
920

983
1,038

1,091
1,143

1,205

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Betting Casino & bingo Poker

718 772

943
1,089

1,234

1,410

1,874

2,475

2,219

2,455

2,669

2,860
3,001

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Betting Casino & Bingo Poker

SPAINUNITED KINGDOM ITALY

KEY ONLINE MARKETS OVERVIEW

2,219 2,455 2,669 2,860 

2022 2023 2024 2025

983 1,038 1,091 1,143 

2022 2023 2024 2025

6,942 

7,177 

7,423 

7,575 

2022 2023 2024 2025

Source: Regulus Partners research (2021).

Notes: UK forecast excludes Gambling Act impact. 

Online gambling revenues forecasts (€m) Online gambling revenues forecasts (€m)Online gaming revenues forecasts (€m)

Strong positions in some of the most attractive regulated markets

2,906 

3,464 

4,230 

4,986 5,130 
5,457 

6,307 
6,670 

6,942 
7,177 

7,423 7,575 
7,800 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Betting Casino and Bingo Poker£m €m €m
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UK RETAIL GAMBLING MARKET

Source: Regulus Partners research (2021).

Notes: 1 Includes casinos, bingo halls and AGCs

Operating in a large and stable retail market provides differentiation
UK retail gambling revenue (£Bn)

1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 
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4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
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Betting Gaming in LBOs Other gaming
1 CAGR 

(’22-’25) 
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2.3%

0.0%

0.0%
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MARKET FOCUS – THE USA

Long-term growth opportunity where we can leverage iconic brands to grow profitably

Technology

Scalable proprietary 
platform

Iconic Leading Brand

Integrated content, media and 
gaming creating differentiation

Market Access

Medium term target 
12-15 states

>92M1

Monthly unique visitors

Operational Expertise

Product leadership; world class 
marketing; customer excellence

Notes: 1 Source: Comscore (refers to the whole of SI Media Group)
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MADE FOR FUTURE

All underpinned by a robust corporate governance framework 

Developing clear ESG framework to set a platform for sustainable long-term growth
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888 is committed to ongoing improvement in making gambling safer

SAFER GAMBLING

888 has developed two critical 
technologies that are central to our 
approach to safer gambling:

◎ Observer is 888’s player monitoring 
system that uses sophisticated AI-
driven algorithms to flag unusual or 
potentially concerning customer 
activity. This enables our highly trained 
safer gambling team to make the most 
appropriate interactions with customers 
to help them make informed decisions 
about their gambling.

◎ The Control Centre is a customer 
focused interface designed to give 
players transparent insight into their 
play through intuitively presented, real-
time data, and provide easy access to 
a range of safer gambling tools

Safer gambling is a key pillar 

of 888’s wider ESG framework

We recognise that we must use 

technology as a force for good
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888 UK REVENUE EVOLUTION

Q1 2021

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

YoY% QoQ% Commentary

+83%

+14%

-5%

-26%

-28%

+3%

-8%

-19%

-3%

Flat

• Record revenues, partly boosted by Covid trends

• Prior year period was all pre-Covid and therefore YoY trend exacerbated

• Prior year period benefitted from the lockdown trends

• Initial introduction of more stringent safer gambling measures during the period

• Implementation of the action plan in response to the UK Gambling Commission review

• Ongoing reduction in limits and increased interactions with players as part of enhancing compliance framework

• Continued increase in proportion of players with deposit limits 

• YoY trend impacted by lockdowns trends in prior year period inflating online revenue

• Stable sequentially vs Q4 2021. Up +31% on a two-year basis showing step change in scale despite new measures

• YoY trend driven by record period in the prior year as a result of lockdown trends and being pre safer gambling changes

Yo2Y%

+148%

+83%

+71%

+25%

+31%

Note: Numbers presented in GBP to better reflect the underlying trend by removing the impact of GBP:USD foreign exchange movements. Calculated as reported USD amounts translated at the monthly average FX rate for each period
1 Yo2Y reflects the two-year growth rate, i.e. for Q1 2021 this is growth vs Q1 2019. 

£34m 
£42m 

£36m 

£48m £46m 

£68m £65m 

£81m £83m 
£77m 

£62m £60m £60m 

Q1-19 Q2-19 Q3-19 Q4-19 Q1-20 Q2-20 Q3-20 Q4-20 Q1-21 Q2-21 Q3-21 Q4-21 Q1-22

1
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HOW 888 + WHI PLAN TO MANAGE INFLATION ENVIRONMENT

The combined company has flexibility to manage inflation impact through top line revenue and cost control

FY21
888

Online

WHI 

Online

Combined

Online

WHI 

Retail
Central

Revenue 712.4 904.6 1,617.0 336.8 -

PF Normalised 

Revenue1 712.4 904.6 1,617.0 499.0 -

COS (248.9) (290.5) (539.4) (72.9) -

PF COS1 - - - (139.5) -

Gross profit 463.5 614.1 1,077.6 263.9 -

Gross margin 65.1% 67.9% 66.6% 52.9% -

Marketing expenses (222.8) (217.4) (440.2) - -

Contribution 240.7 396.7 637.4 263.9 -

Contribution  Margin 33.8% 43.9% 39.4% 78.4% -

Overheads (120.8) (206.8) (327.6) (263.3) (26.2)

Adjusted EBITDA 119.9 189.9 309.8 0.6 (26.2)

PF Normalised 

EBITDA1 119.9 189.9 309.8 96.2 (26.2)

Source: Company information
1 FY 2021 adjusted to include a full year of retail contribution based on the performance of the last 6 months of 2021

Total 

Combined 

1,953.8 

2,116.0 

(612.3)

(139.5)

1,341.5 

68.7% 

(440.2)

901.3 

46.1% 

(617.1)

284.2 

383.5 

The total betting and gaming market has exhibited a historical correlation with nominal GDP and 
nominal discretionary income, with inflation typically flowing through into higher staking levels

Cost of sales are mainly costs that are directly linked to revenues, and vary in proportion with 
revenue. These costs are mainly gaming tax, payments to vendors based on revenue share 

agreements and payment provider costs

Marketing expenses are largely discretionary, and can be adjusted in the short-term to react to 
changing market conditions. A significant proportion of marketing spend is data-driven, and 

adjusted in real time driven by expected player values

Overheads are primarily driven by people expenses and associated costs such as offices and 
travel. There are significant opportunities for efficiencies supported by the merger synergies, and 

additional opportunities to execute efficiency programmes
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FY 2021 RESULTS

888

Source: Company information

◎ Revenue growth of +15% (+10%cc1) driven by expansion in regulated markets

◎ Adjusted EBITDA margin slightly down, reflecting additional investment in 

the US and marketing to support our growth plans

◎ Free cash flow impacted by working capital  timing, particularly the significant 

positive swing in the prior year, together with investment in the US and 

exceptional costs related to M&A

◎ Strong balance sheet with 18% increase in Net Cash position

1 Constant currency (“cc”) growth is calculated by retranslating the non-dollar denominated component of 2021 revenues at 2020 exchange rates
2 Cash flow from operating activities less tax paid and capex

3 Refers to regular dividend. 2020 excludes one-off special dividends of 4.4c
4 Cash and cash equivalents excluding customer deposits

William Hill International

US$ millions 2021 2020 YoY

Revenue

B2C 941.9 814.3 16%

B2B 38.2 35.4 8%

Total 980.1 849.7 15%

Profitability

Adjusted EBITDA 165.0 155.6 6%

Adjusted EBITDA 16.8% 18.3% -1.5ppts

Adjusted EPS 27.3c 27.3c flat

Financial 

Position

Free Cash Flow2 102.7 175.4 -41%

DPS (Dividend)3 4.5c 14.6c -69%

Net Cash4 174.5 148.2 18%

£ millions 2021 2020 YoY

UK Online 643.4 515.7 24.8%

International Online 261.2 287.1 (9.0%)

UK Retail 336.8 354.2 (4.9%)

Total Revenues 1,241.4 1,157.0 7.3%

UK Online 157.3 137.3 14.6%

International Online 32.6 37.5 (13.1%)

UK Retail 0.6 14.6 (95.9%)

Central (26.2) (40.5) (35.3%)

Total Adjusted EBITDA 164.3 148.9 10.3%

◎ In the 52-weeks ending 28 December 2021, WH revenue was £1,241.4 

million and adjusted EBITDA was £164.3 million 

◎ The retail estate was closed for a significant portion of H1 2021, and 888 

believes that taking the H2 2021 run-rate for retail revenue and EBITDA 

suggests normalised retail revenue of £499 million and adjusted EBITDA of 

£96.2 million for retail in H1 2021 and total group normalised revenue of 

£1,403.6 million and adjusted EBITDA of £260.0 million
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888 Q1 2022 RESULTS

Strong strategic progress setting the platform for future growth

Source: Company information

◎ Revenue +1% compared to Q4 2021, driven by average monthly actives1

growth of 4%, reflecting continued focus on product and content 

leadership, customer excellence, and the ongoing success of world-class 

brands and marketing

◎ Year on year decline -18% (-15% cc2), with average monthly actives

lower by 8%, compared to a record result in Q1 2021 and reflecting the 

temporary exit from the Netherlands, and lower revenue per active driven 

by the heightened focus on safer gambling

◎ Key regulated markets delivered a strong performance, particularly the

US, Romania and Portugal all of which grew year-over-year, together 

with strong sequential growth in Italy, offsetting a larger year-over-year 

decline in the UK, which was impacted by market-wide trends including 

the impact of increased player restrictions

◎ Launch of WSOP in Michigan, and licence awarded for 888 in Ontario

◎ Investment in 888AFRICA, giving the Group a strategic stake in highly

ambitious business with an experienced management team in one of the 

Group’s long-term investment markets

◎ Launch of new Made to Play master brand campaign in the UK during

the Period, uniting all 888 brands under one proposition

1 Actives represent players who wagered real money during the Period and have deposited real money on at least one occasion
2 Constant currency (“cc”) growth is calculated by retranslating the non-dollar denominated component of revenues at prior year period exchange rates

US$ millions Q1 2022 Q4 2021 QoQ

B2C Gaming 191 192 (1%)

B2C Betting 24 20 +19%

Total B2C Revenue 215 213 +1%

B2B 9 9 (2%)

Total Revenue 224 222 +1%

US$ millions Q1 2022 Q1 2021 YoY

B2C Gaming 191 221 (14%)

B2C Betting 24 42 (42%)

Total B2C Revenue 215 263 (18%)

B2B 9 10 (6%)

Total Revenue 224 273 (18%)

Year Over Year

Sequential
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Reported statutory figures

Notes: Exchange rates used: 2019: £1:$1.2769; 2020: £1:$1.2841; 2021: £1:$1.3757; Feb-22 LTM: £1:$1.3725. Based on unaudited management accounts of WHI and remains subject to change. 
1 Excluding acquisitions. 2 Includes £3.5m of net FX differences. 3 Includes £4.5m of adjustments related to FX differences, share based payments and associates.

Figures in £m FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM

Revenue 439 662 712 690 1,455 1,157 1,241 1,277 1,894 1,819 1,954 1,967

Cost of sales (144) (223) (249) (244) (365) (68) (363) (368) (508) (292) (612) (612)

Gross profit 295 438 464 447 1,091 1,089 878 909 1,386 1,527 1,342 1,355

Adjusted EBITDA 72 121 120 109 258 149 164 187 330 270 2882 3003

D&A (25) (26) (26) (26) (113) (110) (106) (101) (139) (136) (133) (127)

Capex1 (17) (24) (22) (22) (66) (56) (77) (83) (84) (80) (99) (105)

Pre-IFRS 16 

EBITDA – Capex1
50 92 92 82 148 55 53 70 197 149 149 156

Gross profit margin 67% 66% 65% 65% 75% 94% 71% 71% 73% 84% 69% 69%

EBITDA margin 16% 18% 17% 16% 18% 13% 13% 15% 17% 15% 15% 15%

Figures in $m FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM FY19 FY20 FY21 Feb-22 LTM

Revenue 560 850 980 948 1,858 1,486 1,708 1,753 2,419 2,335 2,688 2,700

Cost of sales (184) (287) (343) (335) (465) (87) (500) (505) (649) (374) (842) (840)

Gross profit 377 563 638 613 1,393 1,398 1,208 1,247 1,770 1,961 1,846 1,860

EBITDA 92 156 165 150 329 191 226 256 422 347 3962 4123

D&A (32) (34) (36) (35) (145) (142) (146) (138) (177) (175) (183) (174)

Capex (22) (31) (31) (31) (85) (72) (106) (114) (107) (103) (137) (145)

Pre-IFRS 16 

EBITDA – Capex
64 118 127 112 189 71 73 96 251 191 191 201

Gross margin 67% 66% 65% 65% 75% 94% 71% 71% 73% 84% 69% 69%

EBITDA margin 16% 18% 17% 16% 18% 13% 13% 15% 17% 15% 15% 15%

888 + WHI
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GLOSSARY

▪ “AGC”: Adult Gaming Centres, arcades.

▪ “B2B”: Business to Business, business model type.

▪ “B2C”: Business to Customer, business model type.

▪ “CPA”: Cost per Acquisition, marketing metric measuring the cost of converting new players, typically expressed as marketing costs divided by FTDs.

▪ “EA”: Executive Assistant.

▪ “FOBT”: Fixed Odds Betting Terminal, electronic slot machine normally found in betting shops.

▪ “FTD”: First Time Depositors, player putting their own money in a gambling account for the first time.

▪ “LBO”: Licensed Betting Office, licensed retail shops.

▪ “LTV”: Life Time Value, player's estimated net value to an operator from the date of customer acquisition to the end of the player's relationship with the site.

▪ “PASPA”: Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act (1992), judicially-overturned law that was meant to define the legal status of sports betting throughout the United States. 

▪ “ROI”: Return on Investment, marketing metric assessing the return on marketing spend, typically expressed as the ratio of LTV to CPA.


